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About This Game

Haven Moon will transport you to a mysterious world where you have to explore abandoned islands and solve their secrets to
find a treasure. In this Myst-like game inspired by Jules Verne’s universe, use your senses and intelligence to find your way

through secret passages and curious machinery.

THE STORY

You are teleported to Seleos, the moon of the planet Menra. In front of you, a metal box opens, and inside, you find a note from
Ektor Turren, the only survivor of a cataclysmic event that destroyed his world. In his note, he explains that he wishes to leave

you the treasure that he accumulated during his whole life.

From that, you'll have to explore the islands on Seleos to discover who was Ektor Turren, what happened to him and to his
world, where to find the treasure and how to go back home with it.

GAMEPLAY

The gameplay is based on exploration, observation, listening and problem solving. With the story’s help, you’ll have to solve
puzzles that are integrated in the environment in order to reach the end of this adventure.

You can take all the time you want to explore and solve the puzzles. No one will come bother you here. The puzzles are neither
too hard nor too easy, just like the length of the adventure is neither too long nor too short. Everything has been balanced to

provide a relaxing experience and pleasant time spent in an imaginary world.
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FEATURES

Intuitive puzzles
The puzzles that you will encounter in Haven Moon are completely integrated into the environment and in perfect harmony with

the story. They have been designed with great care to give a natural and intuitive user experience.

Very simple and intuitive interface
The game has been made to be accessible to all kinds of players. The interface and controls have been carefully designed to be
as simple and intuitive as possible, featuring a mouse-only gameplay: the entire game uses mouse navigation. Move it to look

around, left-click to move forward and interact, and right-click to move backwards. That's it!
(For those who prefer WASD style controls, it's still possible to configure keyboard controls from the input menu although this

is contrary to the game design).

High quality graphics
Haven Moon features high quality 3D real-time graphics, offering complete freedom of movement in a detailed and realistic

environment.
(A "light" option can be used to play the game smoothly on computers running on minimum system requirements).

High quality original soundtrack
To bring a fascinating mood and beautiful emotions to the game, Hollywood composer Leo J. Russlan exclusively composed a

wonderful orchestral cinematic music for Haven Moon, making the experience even more captivating.

A game for everyone
Haven Moon is a tranquil game dedicated to contemplation and reflective thinking. It's a calm and solitary place where you hear
the sounds of the sea, the wind and the beautiful music. You have all the time you want to explore and solve the various puzzles.

20 YEARS IN THE MAKING

It took me more than 20 years to create this game. From the first time I played Myst sometime between 1994 -1995, when I was
a teenager, recreating the same experience has become an obsession. During all these years, I have tried many times to build my

own Myst-like game, but it's only 3 years ago that everything coincided to make Haven Moon possible.
This project represents not only 3 years of real hard work, but also a huge part of my life. The journey leading to the release of

this game was incredible.
I absolutely loved working on Haven Moon and I was very lucky it turned out exactly the way I had imagined it. So now I really

hope that you will have as much pleasure playing it as I had creating it.

François Roussel
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Don't let the hours fool you, I've played this game from Facebook before, I think it's opne of the best engery based games and
tat says alot, because lets face i, games that are engery base/widely p2w are♥♥♥♥♥♥ but this is just funny/entertining enough
to be a goodcasual time kiler :). https://youtu.be/opeF3RwCmkI

The over the top visuals, effects, and audio come at the cost of obfuscating the already abstract gameplay. This makes this
experience at best a curiosity as player struggle to understand.. I may not have NEARLY as many hours as other players, but I
do think I can still throw my two cents in. To start off, I just want to say that FFXIV is an absolutely amazing experience for
people who are craving a fresh, but still faithful MMO experience. FFXIV adds the perfect balance of new AND familiar
content to MMO fans. A deep well written story with memorable and interesting characters, and an absolutely amazing final
fantasy soundtrack. This is one of the very few MMO's out there that is worth the 15 dollars a month. Addictive combat, and
interesting locations with very creative looking enemies. FFXIV is a game I always find myself coming back to when I think I'm
done with it. I'll play 50 hours, put it down for a few months, yet something always eventually draws me back. The community
is very welcoming and friendly, some of the best I've come across online. Anyways, there is my short review.

My Score: 9\/10. This was a good sequel to BM2 which I really loved.

The ending was somewhat underwhelming but logical.. glitchy and boring. worth $5 max in its current state. This game is best
described as a box of chocolates.
its short but sweet! its not meant to last, but for the short while it did was enjoyable.
though this game is a bit to short in my opinion... like eating the box of
chocolate that i described would take much, much longer to eat.
the concept was great though (seen before but still nice)! and i have a feeling this is a game
that would be quite easy to add on to! i would like to see a FULL game version of this type of gameplay...
ay steam greenlight that sh!t. Feeding Frenzy is one of those foodchain games where you eat smaller things to grow bigger. And
you try to avoid getting eaten by something bigger yourself until you are on top of the foodchain. It's similar to games like
Osmos or the first stage of spore only you are a fish. The artstyle aren't great, but does the trick. The thing what makes Feeding
Frenzy 2 less enjoyable is the horrible mouse controls. So I would recommend just getting another one of these games with
more enjoyable controls.. This is my first bad review.. I really dont get why this game is rated "mostly positive".
Sure the design and soundtrack is lovely but the gameplay is boring and very repeatible. One story takes around 10 minutes and
its the same over and over again but different choices. And to get all achievements you dont have to play it once or twice or
even 6 times. You have to play it 12 times.
And the "Nice day" achievement took like 15 minutes to complete, hearing the same music over and over again, makes me
wonder if I even like the music in the game anymore.
There was also a bug with the achievements, they didnt pop in game, you had to shut down the game to get the achievements
which was annoying.
If I would have payed full price (9,99€) for this I would feel cheated, luckily I didnt. This game is worth 2-3€ tops.
This game could have been so much more.

We will not meet again, bearded travelers.. Omni Link is an great game with a good main story.
You need to choose some choices but they don't have big influences in the story right now.
The story is beautiful designed but it needs more quests and side stories. Right now you nearly jumping from one mission to the
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next.
To the story: You are Keb somehow the destiny drives you to meet "Dawn" a kind of Cyborg/AI that will change your whole life
you meet dangerous troubles, pepoal and new allies. What will the future hold up for you ? Will you change the fate of the
galaxy ?
The Spaceships are interesting designed some even have cool special features, but the controls isn't that smooth as it should be.
Sometimes im asking myself why does AI doing a better job in spacefights than the player.
The world looks a bit empty there should be more random events and more different spaceships.
If you playing on the now highest degree of difficulty, it's still a bit too easy but with some adjustments it could be heavier.
Sound designing is good but sometimes it could happen that there is no music nor sound and only after a few minutes it switches
on again.

I recommend it for the kind of player that wants to have a great main story.
If you still unsure follow this product or buy it in a sale.

[7.8/10] Points

Something i would like to have as DLC is the song in the Trailer with all soundtracks and the art book.(Share your opinion in the
comments if you like). V e r i__T h i c c

( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)
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This game looks good at first, and I like what it tries to do, but it needs alot of polish.

The missions have you grinding through levels you've already done. The resource trading system allows you to get the best
equipment not even halfway through the game, making the aforementioned grinding even easier and more boring once you get
past the initial difficulty curve.

It really needs an autofire feature. There are lots of strange interface quirks that weren't ironed out.

The music is cool at lest.. after i bought the escalation and anailation pack, whenever i start up any of the zombie maps the game
crashes. need some help. I have already re-installed the game. it said that bash 423 was responsible.. help!. Cool game but quite
short, would love to see some new levels.. I really wished i read everyone elses reviews before i played this game. It was
overwhelmingly short and not interesting at all.. Never wanted a refund so bad. I'll have to read reviews more often.. Awful.
Platforming is janky as hell and the gameplay is nothing to speak of.. Hands down one of the best experiences i've had on vive,
really wish there was more or a sequel. I am completely in love with this game.. Finally a good, easy game for toddlers on
Steam. Works well with touch on a tablet too. An option to hide the mouse\/hand would make it perfect. WHEN THE TSUN
MELT

NutButton

Kreygasm
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